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Fisherpalm 80
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Foley-Sammon discriminant vectors 141
Fourier transform 9
fraud 5
Frobenius distance 297, 314
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FRR (see false reject rate)
fusion 250
fuzzy methods 49
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Gait 1, 95
gaits 1
gallery 265
Gaussian 56
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) 113
Gaussian pyramid 85
Gaussian-Hermite moment 121
genuine matching 85
gestures 1
glasses recognition 78
GMM (see Gaussian mixture model)
Gram matrix 34
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure 56
grayscale face image 339
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half total error rate 85
hand geometry 1
Hermite matrices 333
hidden Markov model (HMM) 125
Hilbert space 237
Hilbert-Schmidt theorem 241
histogram equalization 66
HMM (see hidden Markov model)
holistic PCA 300
HSI (see hue, saturation and intensity)
HSV (see hue, saturation and intensity value)
hue, saturation and intensity (HSI) 340
hue, saturation and intensity value (HSV) 340
hybrid neural methods 11
hyperplane 42
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ICA (see independent component analysis)
identimat 2
identity scheme 5
identity verification 4
ILDA (see improved LDA)
illumination 340
image between-class 259, 276
image covariance matrix 259
image pattern 264
image preprocessing 119
image processing toolbox 85
image total scatter matrices 259
image translation 2
image within-class 259, 276
IMPCA method 259
IMPCA-based image reconstruction 260
improved LDA (ILDA) 187, 195
independent component analysis (ICA) 10, 289
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 239
information fusion 330
input space 38
interpolation 74
iris 2, 4, 118
iris recognition 118
iris scan 4
irregular discriminant information 236
isomorphic mapping 162
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K-L (see Karhunen-Loeve)
Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) 11, 38, 82
kernel discriminant analysis 57
kernel Fisher discriminant (KFD) 7, 235
kernel function 58
kernel matrix 34
kernel PCA 34
kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) 7
KFD (see kernel Fisher discriminant)
KPCA (see kernel principal component analysis)
L
Lambertian surface 68
latent semantic indexing (LSI) 289
Lausanne protocol 4
law enforcement 5
LDA (see linear discriminant analysis) 7, 41, 289
least median of square 98
lighting 72, 290
linear BID 12
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 7, 11, 41, 158, 222, 289
linear discrimination technique 189
linear machine 44
linear subspace algorithm 69
logical access control 5
low-dimensional image 288
LSI (see latent semantic indexing)

M
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MATLAB 196
matrix norm 297
matrix-based BID 12
maximum likelihood eigenspace (MLES) 114
mean values 220
mean vector 23, 246
mean-square error (MSE) 291
memory requirement 265
Mercer kernel 36, 58
minimal mean-square error 264
minimum-distance classifier 224
minor component 126
minutiae-based techniques 2
MLES (see maximum likelihood eigenspace)
modular PCA 294
MSE (see mean-square error)
multi-classifier 330
multi-expert combination strategies 330
multicategory classifiers 44
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N sample images 67
nearest feature space (NFS) 288
nearest-neighbor (NN) classifier 288
nearest-neighbor (NN) 73, 104, 265
NED (see normalized Euclidean distance)
NFS (see nearest feature space)
NN (see nearest-neighbor)
on-linear BID 12
mon-linear PCA 34
normalized Euclidean distance (NED) 103
null space 290
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object tracking 329
OCR (see optical character recognition)
ODV (see optimal discriminant vector)
OPS (see original palmprint space)
optical character recognition (OCR) 9
optimal discriminant vector (ODV) 139, 164
original palmprint space (OPS) 81
ORL 171, 200, 215, 289
orthogonal IMLDA (O-IMLDA) 278
orthogonal polynomial functions 121
orthogonality constraints 142
over-fitting problem 288, 291
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palm-scan technology 3
palmprint 1, 80, 196, 200
palmprint database 200
palmprint identification 80
palmprint recognition 196
parallel feature fusion 330
partial least squares (PLS) 290
pattern recognition 7, 21
PCA (see principal component analysis)
personal computer 3
personal identification number (PIN) 3
physical access 5
PIN (see personal identification number)
PLS (see partial least squares)
polynomial kernel 35
positive semidefinite matrices 24
post-processing 227
preprocessing 329
principal component 126, 260
principal component analysis (PCA) 7, 21, 26, 289
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Yang distance 297, 314
YOHO speaker verification database 116